[Design and development of a stent (SAQ) for the treatment of arterial coronary arterioscleotic obstruction].
The practice of percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty has shown that the major complications are acute dissection as well as suboptimal results and restenosis. The effort to reduce these complications has led to create an intravascular device called Stent. The technology is complex and very expensive, for this reason we designed and made a new model of stent named SAQ. We introduce: The methodology of development, fabrication and modifications of a new intravascular device Stent SAQ. The results obtained in coronary arteries of ex vivo hearts of pigs and humans. The results in two model of animals, rabbit aorta and peripheral arteries in dogs. This investigation at this phase, shows satisfactory properties of SAQ which is secure and effective, with similar properties to the stents in use.